
unconventional gas 

Beach And Icon Forge Ahead With Vertical Drilling Plan 

Beach Energy Limited and Icon Energy 
Lim it ed announced in July th at they 
had ag reed t o leverage off Beach's 

PEL 218 success to date by initiating the 
unconventional exp loration program in the 
ATP 855P permit wi th a vertical expl oration 
we ll, some three months ahead of a 
previously suggested schedule. 

This builds on Beach's excellent results over 
the past 12 months from its Cooper Basin 
Nappamerri Trough unconventional exploration 
program in PE L 218. 

"The col laborative approach take n by 
Beach and Icon will help to confirm what we 
strongly be li eve, that the unconventional 
sha le and basic centred gas p lay, taking 
shape in the Permian section of PEL 218, 
cont inu es on the Queensla nd si de in ATP 
855P," said Reg Nelson, Beach's Manag ing 
Director. 

Over the last year, the results from PEL 218 have 
been impressive. There has been flow ing gas 
from two vertical de li neation we ll s - Holdfast-1 
and Encounter-1, with Holdfast-1 's gas rate of up 
to 2 MM scfd and Encounter-1 at a combined 
rate of over 2 MM scfd . According to the 
company, both wel ls have so far only accessed 
the top 50 m of the 500- 600 m Patchawarra 
Formation. 
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In add ition, over 1000 m of gas sa tu ration 
through the whole of the Permian section has 
been identified at Moonta- 1, dri ll ing to the 
base of the Patchawarra Fo rmat ion. As such, 
Beach is in a position as an operator to bring the 
experience gained during this successful period to 
ATP 85 5P, with Beach recommending and Icon 
agreeing, that the latest information lends itself 
to a staged exploration and appraisa l approach, 
beginn ing with a vert ica l wel l. 

The rig will be used 
to identify the best 
targets for a future 

horizontal well 

"To date we have not publicised any gas in 
place esti mates for ATP 855P;' sa id Nelson. 
"However, shou ld the Halifax-1 vertical well 
prove successful, there is little reason why the 
300 Tcf pl us of ga s in place est imated for PEL 
218 cannot be replicated in ATP 855P." 

Dri lling via a vertica l exp lorat ion we ll , which 
at the time of press was expected to begin 
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in late Ju ly 2012, was previously p lanned 
as a horizontal w el l to be drilled in late 
September 2012. The Ensign 916 rig, currently 
co ntracted to Beach and working in PEL 218, 
w ill be moved to the Halifax location after the 
completion of the Streaky-1 well, which has 
reac hed total depth at 3821 m depth, and is 
preparing to run casing as PESA News Resources 
went to press. 

The rig will be used to identify the best targets 
for a fu ture horizontal well, and w il l be located 
12 km to the east of Encounter-1. 

"The Ha lifax-1 vert ica l explorat ion w ill be 
fracture stimulated and flow tested through 
mult iple zones, w ith a material contingent 
resource expected to be booked," the company 
announced. 

The financial terms of the farm-in will be the 
equ iva lent of those agreed previously with Beach 
to retain its 40% assignment (to give Beach 60% 
of ATP 855P) after funding the $16 MM relating 
to Ha lifax-1, or unti l the cost of completion less a 
$1.75 MM contribution from Icon . 

"We're looking forward to the commencement 
of the ATP 855P unconventional program, as it 
w ill bu ild on the extensive work undertaken by 
Beach to date in developing t he most excit ing 
play in Australian today;' said Nelson. • 
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e Existing vertical unconventional well 
0 Proposed vertical unconventional well 
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D Shale and Basin Centred Gas 
resource booking area 

NAPPAMERRI TROUGH 
Shale and Basin Centred Gas Drilling Locations 

Beach Energy and Icon Energy are joining forces to start unconventional shale and basin centred gas expPioration program in ATP 855P in late July 
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